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Supply Chain Coordination Game (aka “The Beer Game”)

• Game played to simulate 
supply chain ordering 
decisions

• Often used with groups of top 
executives



The BG Structure Has 4 Supply Chain Partners

Want to minimize costs of HOLDING INVENTORY (held at each level)
Or processing BACKORDERS (when there is not enough product in 
inventories to meet orders)

Decision made by each partner each week 
about how much to order



Variation in Increases as “Move Up” the SC
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FIGURE 10-1 Demand Fluctuations at Different Stages of a Supply Chain

to coordinate information exchange with thousands of suppliers and dealers. The fundamental
challenge today is for supply chains to achieve coordination in spite of multiple ownership and
increased product variety.

One outcome of the lack of supply chain coordination is the bullwhip effect, in which
fluctuations in orders increase as they move up the supply chain from retailers to wholesalers
to manufacturers to suppliers, as shown in Figure 10-1. The bullwhip effect distorts demand
information within the supply chain, with each stage having a different estimate of what
demand looks like.

Procter & Gamble (P&G) has observed the bullwhip effect in the supply chain for Pampers
diapers.1 The company found that raw material orders from P&G to its suppliers fluctuated
significantly over time. Farther down the chain, when sales at retail stores were studied, the
fluctuations, while present, were small. It is reasonable to assume that the consumers of diapers
(babies) at the last stage of the supply chain used them at a steady rate. Although consumption of
the end product was stable, orders for raw material were highly variable, increasing costs and
making it difficult to match supply and demand.

HP also found that the fluctuation in orders increased significantly as they moved from the
resellers up the supply chain to the printer division to the integrated circuit division.2 Once again,

1 Lee, Padmanabhan, and Whang (1997).
2 Ibid.
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Orders vary and often 
often amplified as they 
move upstream in the 
supply chain

Increases costs to supply chain partners
Instability makes management more difficult!

This Instability is Called the “Bullwhip Effect”



Why This Supplier Price Instability?
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A pattern like this suggests a lack of supply chain coordination!
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ABSTRACT

We develop a structural time-series model based on state-space methods and including feed costs as an
exogenous regressor to assess the nature of cyclical behavior of the quarterly U.S. all-milk price during
1996 to 2014. Although deterministic trend and seasonal price movements are present, a stochastic large-
amplitude cycle with a period of 3.3 years is the predominant source of variation in the U.S. all-milk price
during the period analyzed. These cycles are consistent with the hypothesis that supply chain managers
make decisions based on bounded rationality, with limited supply chain coordination. The presence of
price cycles in the U.S. dairy industry has management implications for dairy farmers, dairy processors,
exporters, and food retailers. Forecasting and analytical models of U.S. farm milk prices should be
designed to account for cyclical farm milk price behavior. [EconLit Classifications: Q11; Q13]. C⃝ 2015
Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Variability in prices can have a significant impact on supply chains for a wide variety of
commodities. Supply chain managers therefore often devote significant resources to forecasting
input and output prices and potential sales (Chopra & Meindl, 2013). In the U.S. dairy industry,
price variation has increased since the reduction of the product purchase prices under the
Dairy Product Price Support Program (DPPSP, formerly the Dairy Price Support Program,
or DPSP) in the mid 1980s. This variability has created additional challenges for management
throughout the dairy supply chain, from farmers to retailers (and perhaps also for consumers).
More than 90% of a broad spectrum of dairy industry managers attending a meeting on price
variability in mid-2009 indicated that increasing variability had created more challenges for their
business, and nearly three-quarters indicated that increased variability was a “substantial” or
“unbearable” problem for planning and profitability over a time horizon of three to 5 years
(Novakovic, 2009).

Variation in farm milk prices has significant effects on dairy farm revenues and input costs for
dairy processing companies. (Although few dairy manufacturers pay the farm price analyzed
in this article, the farm milk price and the minimum regulated (classified) prices paid by milk
buyers are highly correlated.) The patterns of variation in farm-level milk prices have been
different during the past 20 or so years than previously (Fig. 1). Prior to the 1970s, seasonal
price variation (an annual cycle) predominated. During the inflationary period from the late
1960s to the mid-1980s, a strong price trend was added to this seasonal price fluctuation,
influenced in part by increases in the purchase prices for dairy products under the DPSP. Since
the late 1980s, however, the pattern of farm milk prices become more variable and the trend and
seasonal components less visually obvious. The earlier predominance of seasonal and trend
components appears to have been supplanted by a cyclical pattern that may constitute the main
source of farm-milk price variability (Fig. 1). A visual inspection (Fig. 2) suggests that cyclical
behavior in milk prices is not caused primarily by feed prices, even if feed prices influence milk
price levels.

Agribusiness, Vol. 31 (4) 507–520 (2015) C⃝ 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
Published online in Wiley Online Library (wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/agr). DOI: 10.1002/agr.21416

507
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Figure 5 Hypothesized Core System Structure Underlying Oscillatory Behavior in Commodity Supply
Chains, Adapted from Sterman (2000).

variable, desired profitability as the key preferred state, and use adjustments to cow numbers
(the culling rate) and milk per cow (through feeding) as the corrective actions. These models
have been shown to generate farm-milk prices consistent with a 3-year cycle and with an ampli-
tude similar to that identified in this study (Bergmann, 2013; Nicholson & Stephenson, 2014;
Pagel, 2005) for reasonable values of behavioral parameters. Although differing in the initial
conceptual framework, these simulation studies are consistent with previous agricultural eco-
nomics literature exploring hypotheses about biological constraints (like the time to maturity
for a dairy cow), investment and inventory-holding behavior (e.g., Mundlak & Huang, 1996),
and their potential interactions. Chavas and Holt (1993) developed a simple structural model
of the U.S. dairy industry that allowed them to conclude that the combination of nonlinear
herd dynamics and inelastic supply was sufficient to cause market instability and chaotic (non-
repeating oscillatory but deterministic) behavior. Tomek and Robinson (1982) also indicate
that “cycles” can be initiated through producer responses to price or production shocks, which
implies behaviors similar to that hypothesized by Sterman (2000) and adopted for dairy-specific
analyses.

McCullough, Huffaker, & Marsh (2012) also provide evidence that price cycles for pork
and beef are endogenously determined, specifically citing the role of biological constraints
and inventory management. Their analysis “suggests that previous theoretical models relying
solely on exogenous shocks to create cyclical patterns do not fully capture changes in system
dynamics. Specifically, the biological constraint in livestock dynamics has become less signif-
icant while technology and information are relatively more significant. Concurrently, vertical
integration of the supply chain may have improved inventory management, all resulting in a
small, less deterministic, cyclical effect.” Although further work on the micro-level foundations
of decision-making by dairy farmers and processors incorporated into this dynamic feedback
structure would strengthen our understanding of the origins of (and possible responses to)
dairy price cycles, our analysis provides substantive empirical evidence for cyclical behavior
that is consistent with an underlying theory of cyclical price behavior for a broader range of
commodities.

Agribusiness DOI 10.1002/agr

Desired Profit (or Cows)

Current Profit (or Cows)

Difference in Profits (or Cows)Culling decision
(adjust cow 
numbers)

Productivity decision (adjust 
feeding/breeding)

Commodity supply 
chains work this way

Most supply chains 
(Amazon, GM) do 
not!



One Way to View Programs to Manage Supply
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Figure 5 Hypothesized Core System Structure Underlying Oscillatory Behavior in Commodity Supply
Chains, Adapted from Sterman (2000).

variable, desired profitability as the key preferred state, and use adjustments to cow numbers
(the culling rate) and milk per cow (through feeding) as the corrective actions. These models
have been shown to generate farm-milk prices consistent with a 3-year cycle and with an ampli-
tude similar to that identified in this study (Bergmann, 2013; Nicholson & Stephenson, 2014;
Pagel, 2005) for reasonable values of behavioral parameters. Although differing in the initial
conceptual framework, these simulation studies are consistent with previous agricultural eco-
nomics literature exploring hypotheses about biological constraints (like the time to maturity
for a dairy cow), investment and inventory-holding behavior (e.g., Mundlak & Huang, 1996),
and their potential interactions. Chavas and Holt (1993) developed a simple structural model
of the U.S. dairy industry that allowed them to conclude that the combination of nonlinear
herd dynamics and inelastic supply was sufficient to cause market instability and chaotic (non-
repeating oscillatory but deterministic) behavior. Tomek and Robinson (1982) also indicate
that “cycles” can be initiated through producer responses to price or production shocks, which
implies behaviors similar to that hypothesized by Sterman (2000) and adopted for dairy-specific
analyses.

McCullough, Huffaker, & Marsh (2012) also provide evidence that price cycles for pork
and beef are endogenously determined, specifically citing the role of biological constraints
and inventory management. Their analysis “suggests that previous theoretical models relying
solely on exogenous shocks to create cyclical patterns do not fully capture changes in system
dynamics. Specifically, the biological constraint in livestock dynamics has become less signif-
icant while technology and information are relatively more significant. Concurrently, vertical
integration of the supply chain may have improved inventory management, all resulting in a
small, less deterministic, cyclical effect.” Although further work on the micro-level foundations
of decision-making by dairy farmers and processors incorporated into this dynamic feedback
structure would strengthen our understanding of the origins of (and possible responses to)
dairy price cycles, our analysis provides substantive empirical evidence for cyclical behavior
that is consistent with an underlying theory of cyclical price behavior for a broader range of
commodities.

Agribusiness DOI 10.1002/agr

Limit the scope for “corrective action”, at least to some extent

Will they have a 
stabilizing effect?



Programs to Manage Supply

• Regional, by Cooperative
• National

• Mandatory (Canada)
• Flexible (Proposed GMP)

• Modeling studies suggest that 
national programs may be 
needed for market stability

• Although could be fine for 
cooperative objectives
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Next:  Experience of Organizations

Thank you for your attention.

Contact Info:
Dr. Chuck Nicholson
Email:  cfnicholson@wisc.edu 
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